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No area of Canadian foreign policy touches Canadians as directly as consular affairs.  
Yet Canadian policies and practices in this field are not well appreciated by most 
Canadians, especially in the most difficult areas, such as responding to kidnappings.   
In this short brief, I would like to make three main points.  Some of this ground may 
have been covered by others.  At least one of these points will probably be new to the 
Committee. 
 
Point one:  the mantra that the Canadian government does not negotiate with 
kidnappers is not useful.  Nor is it accurate.  It is a poor starting point for policy and 
leads nowhere.  One principle should guide Canadian actions in this area:  helping 
Canadians return to their families unharmed.  Let that be the starting point for 
Canadian action.  It might be reasonable and necessary to adopt a public position that 
the Canadian government will not pay ransoms and will not negotiate the release of 
Canadians at the point of a gun.  But let’s recognize that these types of statements are 
public relations exercises that form part of a negotiating strategy, not ends in 
themselves.  Moreover, they are meaningless slogans in a complicated world, in 
which companies willingly pay ransoms and in which businesses have been forged on 
the backs of the kidnapping game.  Let’s make our most fundamental objective clear:  
the safety and security of Canadians. The Committee would do a service to the 
Canadian public by making this priority clear. 
 
Point two:  legislation and bureaucratic centralization aren’t the proper organizational 
answers to responding to kidnappings.  Legislation will tie the hands of officials in 
managing cases and cannot lead to ideal results because legal obligations will soon 
conflict with the ultimate objective of consular action, which requires flexibility and 
adaptability in execution.  Getting carried away with slogans, like appointing a 
kidnapping “czar”, obscures more than it clarifies.  I hope that the Committee will 
avoid the temptation of slogans that may sound good to the uninitiated but are also 
unhelpful and even harmful to Canadian action.  



 
The proper focal point for Canadian government leadership already exists:  Global 
Affairs Canada.  What is needed is ensuring that GAC continues to provide a high-
calibre coordinating centre for action in the event of kidnappings and other serious 
consular cases.  The focal point should be the chief consular officer in GAC or a 
designated senior executive, sometimes a consular officer, sometimes a senior officer 
from a geographic division.  That officer should be informed and supported by a set 
of operational guidelines approved by the Privy Council Office that allow for 
convening authority, coordination within the Government of Canada, and latitude in 
managing cases.  This is how a simple, yet accountable system should be structured.  
There should be “lessons-learned” exercises after each kidnapping episode.  The 
Committee can play an important role in ensuring that GAC is properly structured, 
that operational guidelines exist and that lessons-learned exercises are carried out.  
The Committee should evaluate that work in due course. 
 
Most serious consular cases are coordinated through an Inter-Departmental Task 
Force, led by a GAC senior executive.  That type of coordination operation provides 
the necessary authority within government to deal with several aspects of consular 
situations, from mobilizing the intelligence resources of the government, to dealing 
with instructions to Canadian diplomatic missions abroad, to coordinating with any 
relevant private sector or international organizations, and engaging with the families 
affected, as well as with the media.  Many departments and agencies of the Canadian 
government will necessarily be involved.  Coordination involves delegation, sharing 
of information and discipline among all departments and agencies. 
 
On this point, it must be emphasized that leadership in this area cannot and should not 
be provided by the RCMP, nor should it be involved in international kidnappings in 
anything more than an advisory role.  The RCMP is a domestic police agency with 
limited appreciation of foreign threats or the international dimensions of kidnappings.  
Its criminal prosecution mandate may be at odds with the need to open contacts with 
those responsible for kidnappings.  Moreover, as has been established in previous 
cases, the RCMP is the wrong organization to deal with families and friends in 
Canada when consular issues become serious.  And it is clearly not competent to deal 
with the media.   
 
Point three:  the Canadian government needs to allow its diplomatic representatives to 
have a range of contacts abroad, including contacts with organizations possibly 
involved in kidnapping.  These contacts might be direct or through third-party 
interlocutors.  For some time, Canadian diplomatic representatives have been 
prohibited from contacts with certain organizations abroad, mainly because of their 
links to terrorism, insurgencies or civil conflict.  At times these have included the 
PLO, the ANC and the FARC.  It is doubtless logical and reasonable that we have no 
“official” contacts with some organizations.  But in a rough world, with numerous 
problems and complexities, it is simply naïve and counter-productive to have no 
contacts at all, and especially to have no means of engaging in contacts.  We would 
stand alone in endeavouring to appear proper and pure.  And we would, in the end, 



only punish ourselves through such prohibitions by cutting off our ability to 
understand events abroad and communicate with persons involved in major 
international events.  We might also be shunning organizations that, for reasons of 
their own, may be crucial in ensuring a successful conclusion to kidnapping cases.  
Without doubt, these types of contacts need to be authorized by the Canadian 
government, and each contact needs to be tightly controlled within GAC, mainly 
through operational instructions to missions abroad.  Nevertheless, the principle is 
important:  the Government of Canada needs the widest possible range of contacts 
abroad, and it should be prepared to authorize such ongoing contacts (even on a non-
attribution basis) when they are feasible.  When there are adverse situations abroad, 
such as kidnappings, those contacts may pay dividends. 
 
Every experienced consular officer will reiterate one additional point about consular 
cases:  they are all different.  What works in one case, in one country, will not 
necessarily work in another case, in another country.  What may seem reasonable in 
one case may be counterproductive and harmful in another situation.  Therefore, the 
search for operational consistency in consular work, while laudable in motivation, is 
essentially misplaced in a world in which consular work must be characterized by 
dexterity, creativity and patience, guided by the goal of ensuring the safety and 
security of Canadians.  The Committee would perform an excellent service to 
Canadians by emphasizing these points, and by stressing the ultimate goal of consular 
work.  In the case of kidnapping, that means helping Canadians return unharmed to 
their families and friends.  If we lose sight of that objective, we make the jobs of 
those responsible for managing consular cases impossible.     


